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Teisho By Kyozan Joshu Roshi 

Bodhi Manda Zen Center 

November 18,  1998 –6th Day 

Dai-Sesshin – Translator: Giko 

 

百丈野狐 
 

Mumonkan Case Two 

Hyakujo’s Fox 

translated by R.H. Blyth 

 

THE COMMENTARY 

 “Not falling in the Law of Cause and Effect” - for what reason falling into a fox-life?  “Not 

setting aside the Law of cause and Effect?” - for what reason being released from a fox-life?  If in 

regard to this you have the one (Buddha-) eye, then you understand the former Hyakujo’s (= the old 

man’s) dramatic five hundred reincarnations that he received. 

 

THE VERSE 

 Not falling, not darkening; - two faces, but one die. 

 Not darkening, not falling, - wrong!  All wrong! 

 

 

 I started giving teisho on this koan during the general sesshin previous to this dai-sesshin, but 
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still I haven’t gotten to the end of it.  Partly this can be blamed on the translator, because he asked 

some questions, probably because people were asking him questions, and then I had to waste all the 

time trying to answer his questions. 

 Dogen, the famous Japanese Zen master said that many different people discussed the problem 

of furaku, fumai, not falling and not darkening, not obscuring.  There were sixty four different people 

who were tied up by this and argued about it in various ways.  You can see that Dogen also really 

struggled in his investigation of this koan.  He talked about sixty four different teachers throughout 

history, and the different ways they understood this koan.  What I’m trying to say is that Dogen 

himself got all tied up by this, and ended up making all these different comments on it.  Because 

Dogen fell into the world of being so kind, that is why he put himself in the place of all of you who are 

tied up by the problem of “not falling, not darkening” and made his comments from that perspective.  

I guess when people who don’t understand appear in front of one then this thing called kindness 

naturally arises.  But in the end Dogen himself said that you stand upon the condition of zero, and 

there really is nothing to say. 

 If you yourself really thoroughly see to the bottom of the fact that there is no separate world to 

fall into, there is only one world, then you will also see that the activity of cause and effect also doesn’t 

do anything like falling or not falling.   

 We can on the one hand say that it certainly seems as if Buddhism negates the idea of the two 

worlds, the idea of a good world and a bad world, but on the other hand Buddhism affirms this idea of 

two worlds, the good world and the bad world.   

 So I guess you have to interpret  the old man’s saying “Furakuinga, not falling into cause and 

effect” to mean that he is attached to just one side of Buddhism. 

 Things which die, without fail, will again open their eyes and enter the world of the living.  And 

that world of the living is the world of Fumaiinga, not darkening cause and effect, not obscuring cause 

and effect.  That is the world we have to recognize in which we do things like sit down and stand up.   
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 But the origin of the world of not darkening cause and effect is the condition of the origin of 

everything.  The teaching of Buddhism says that this condition of the origin is a place that doesn’t 

have an “I am” self.  It is a place which simply has the two mutually opposing activities of plus and 

minus unifying and facing repetitively, alternately without will.   

 I have been here in America, I think, coming on thirty five years, and it really isn’t easy living 

here, but anyway, I have noticed something over this time, that here in America, and it is actually the 

same in Japan too, and I noticed it there too, among the people who come to do zazen there are two 

kinds of personalities which are very common.  One of the types of people who come to practice is 

the easy going, laid back, care free type.  When the Roshi gets angry at this kind of person they tend 

to think, “Oh, the Roshi is being very kind and kindly getting angry.”  They don’t pay much attention 

to it.  That is what we call in Japan “kinikakenai.”  Nothing that happens seems to effect them.  

They don’t pay anything much mind.  They don’t give a hoot.  Or we can say they are just like a 

really laid back dad. 

 Then there is the other type of person.  This type, when the Roshi gets angry at them they get 

even angrier then the Roshi was.  “But you’re not teaching me!  I don’t understand!”  Now when I 

see this second type of person, and again it is the same in Japan as it is here, I think about their 

upbringing.  I think, “When these people were children they were probably tortured by their parents.  

They were probably abused by their parents.  They were never praised by their parents, even when 

they were good.”  I really understand where they’re coming from.  I think you know what I mean.  

So for these people I feel like, even more than a laid back father, even more than the kindest mother, I 

have to be really kind to them.  But if I do forget about this and get angry at them again, then they 

say, “Well I’m quitting.  I’m never coming back here.”  They get angry.  It is the same in Japan, but 

it is a little bit more extreme here in America.  So I can really understand how honest you Americans 

are.  

 Now, please remember that I’m not saying that these people who get angry back have 
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originally some kind of bad character.  I’m just saying that because of the education they received at 

home, or the education they received from society they have become these kind of easily upsettable 

types.   

 And for people who fall into one or the other of these two types of characters in an extreme 

way, just imagine what it is like for me to try to have to teach these people.  I want to run away.  But 

where can I run away to?  There is no world for me to run away into.  This is where the koan of 

furaku fumai, not falling, not darkening comes into play.  

 But actually I think that yesterday we really did get the end of my teisho on not falling and not 

darkening. 

 Buddhism says that originally there is no bad world, no good world. Originally there is no good 

and evil.  If you really understand that then you’ll see that there’s no need to get angry and there’s 

no need to get happy, either.  Now,  it’s very difficult to really understand this.  If things are good 

for you then you’re filled with smiles.  But  if things aren’t comfortable and convenient for yourself 

then you’re filled with frowns and you just look the other way.  But the complete being, the perfect 

being, the supreme being, the Almighty doesn’t have loves and hates, doesn’t have likes and dislikes.   

It might be able to, we could say, recognize these things, but never is it tied up by them.   

 So if there is an absolute being, if there is a supreme being, if we say that there is a God then 

that God is acting without will.  So when you think, “Good,” or “Bad,” and based upon that get angry, 

I just laugh at you and say, “Oh! It’s God getting angry!”  It’s actually the “I am” self that is angry, it’s 

also the “I am” self who has joy.  That “I am” is the imperfect self.  That imperfect self does not have 

plus and minus completely as it’s content.  And that is why it exists being controlled by plus and 

minus.  This world is the world of the “I am”, it’s the world where the “I am” self resides, it’s the 

world in which the “I am” self is recognized.   

 Now, when it comes to the way you talk when you come and answer your koan, it’s really a 

magnificent way of speech to have the grammatical subject clear, you say, “MY answer is, MY opinion 
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is;” it’s a good thing.  Very clear.  It’s true that it isn’t really a sentence, it really isn’t language 

unless the grammatical subject is clear and so grammatically speaking you’re doing a really good job.  

But in Zen practice we say that “I” has to disappear.  As long as you answer, “My answer is,” then 

always you’ll be answering from the perspective of the “I am” self.  The true answer to a koan must, 

some way or another, be an answer which is not from the “I am” self, that has no “I am” self.   Zen 

practice is the training to dissolve your self.  That’s why it’s hard.   

 And what makes it even more difficult is that if you are able to experience the zero condition 

you aren’t permitted to attach to the zero condition either, we say very clearly in Tathagata Zen that 

without fail that zero condition again will divide itself in two and again the “I am” self will be manifest.   

 Zen practice acknowledges the importance of understanding the principle behind practice, in 

other words, studying the principle so that you understand it intellectually.  You have to know that 

practice is based on, on the one hand dissolving the “I am” self, and on the other hand realizing that 

the “I am” self will always again be manifest.  But just understanding isn’t enough, then you have to 

actually put that, just as you understood, into practice.  And only when you do that will you truly be 

able to experience the condition of the origin for yourself, that’s when we say you have manifested the 

wisdom that knows the condition of the origin.   

 When you say, “My koan,” then you’re standing clearly in your “I am” self.  But then when 

you answer an answer which dissolves that “I am” self, that is a true answer.  That is the true self.  

So a person who has clearly experienced, we say caught the experience, realized both of these 

standpoints for himself now is about to call out to you.   

  When he talks about the one eye, catching the wisdom of the one eye, it means that the 

wisdom that knows the will-less world of the origin and the wisdom that knows the willful world that is 

born from the origin, both of those wisdoms can only be known by one eye, it’s a single eye which 

knows those things.  But that one eye is formed from two.  There is the eye which is manifest 

through the male activity, and there’s the female eye that’s manifest through the female activity.  
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We have the plus eye and the minus eye.  And the principle behind this phrase is that those two eyes 

form one eye.   

 So when you’re making yourself up in the mirror, be very careful to put on your make-up 

thinking, “This is my eye, but this is my husband’s eye.”  Or oppositely you think, “This is my wife’s 

eye,” (if you’re a man) “but this is my eye.”  When you look at your nostrils you should think the 

same way.  But we only have one mouth.  So I hope now you really understand what’s meant by 

“one eye”.  As for our mouths, our mouths will eat good and our mouths will also eat evil, our mouths 

will eat delicious things and our mouths will also eat disgusting things.   

 What Mumon is calling out to you is he’s saying if you’re able to truly manifest this one eye, 

and what he means by the one eye is the eye that can sometimes manifest the plus sometimes catch 

the plus world for itself, sometimes manifest the minus, sometimes catch the  minus world for itself, 

and sometimes catch, win for itself plus and minus simultaneously, this threefold eye is what he’s 

talking about.   

 Mumon is really begging you, he’s asking you a favor and saying, “Please learn to manifest for 

yourself this one eye, in other words this single functioning, this single activity which on the one hand 

manifests the three worlds of past, present and future, and on the other hand bundles those three 

worlds up into one bundle and makes them one.”  

 When the three worlds appear they are appearing right in the one world.  Because you have 

an “I am” self you are able to see it that way.  But when the three worlds melt into one world, and 

only one world is manifest then there is no “I am” self, and then what is manifest is what we call 

daikoku 大虚空, the great absolute space.   

 And that is what we call the manifestation of true love.  When true love is manifest there is no 

need to say anything like “love” or “hate.”  Also no need to say beautiful or ugly.   

 And when past, present, and future do appear then the self is the present.  And that present 

moment self thinks and says all sorts of things.  Thinks about good and bad, thinks about love and 
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hate, thinks about beauty and ugliness, thinks about being old or being young.  Thinks all sorts of 

things.   

 What Mumon is saying here is that if you are able to manifest the wisdom which clearly knows 

that the very true nature of yourself is a repetitive activity; that originally the “I am” self which says “I 

love you,” or “I hate you” and the manifestation of true love which has no “I am” self in is one thing, is 

one activity, that when the manifestation of true love breaks open then the “I am” self is manifest, and 

when the “I am” self dissolves itself then again the manifestation of true love appears then there is 

nothing more wonderful than this. 

 There is a word in here furyu 風流 which is translated as “dramatic” in your translation, or 

“elegant.”  I think all the translators of this koan, whether they are French, or English, or German 

struggle with this word furyu.  (wind flowing)  English speakers are making comments, making 

interpretations of the Mumonkan, and German speakers are also making comments on the 

Mumonkan.  And I guess that’s okay, but all standing on their “I am” selves trying to interpret, none 

of them are getting it right.  The term means that the self continually is appearing and disappearing 

over and over.  Do you understand? 

 Really human existence is just one moment, but we can also interpret that one moment to be a 

thousand years, or five hundred years.  That is what Mumon is talking about here.  But also we can 

interpret five hundred lives, or five hundred years to be the amount of time that the Dharma activity 

takes to expand to its fullest, to reach the ultimately large condition.  So if we combine the living 

world and the dying world, each being five hundred, we get a thousand.  That way of thinking is 

possible if we are living a spiritual life.  But if you are tied up by the material world there is no way 

you can feel this five hundred years or a thousand years.  And what Mumon is singing about here is, 

he says, “If you really manifest the wisdom which knows the very nature of the self then  isn’t it 

wonderful, isn’t it a thing to be joyful about?  Because in one human life we are doing this repetitive 

activity of five hundred years of living and five hundred years of dying, over and over again.”   
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 But who is it that says that.  Of course it is the “I am” self. 

 It is that “I am” self who says, “Wow, that was great!  Even in one moment I have manifested 

five hundred lives and found peace of mind.”  And that one who says, “Wow, that was really great,” 

he or she says that in just one moment, but from the perspective of the enlightened person it took five 

hundred lives. 

 Now next comes the verse that Mumon wrote.  Just in the same way as he wrote a verse at 

the end of the first case, Joshu’s Mu, here he writes another verse, as he does for every case.  But, 

when we try to explain this verse, because no matter how many times I tell you that there truly is no 

fixated “I am” self, it doesn’t matter, everyone insists on fixating the “I am” self, and you all try to 

understand from the perspective of the “I am” self, and so that is why you always make mistakes.   

 But if you truly manifest the wisdom that sees into the nature of your self you’ll see exactly 

how it is that the “I am” self appears.  And you’ll see that when it appears it must do living, and that 

inevitably it will come to the place where it no longer needs to do living, and then when that happens 

the dying activity will take the lead, and the dying activity will done until dying no longer needs to be 

done, and that limit is reached. 

 And you’ll see that this thing called “I am” is what repetitively, alternately does living and dying.  

And Buddhism takes this principle and puts it into words, and discusses it in various ways, and that 

whole body of discussion is what we call the basic principle of engi 縁起, dependent co-origination, or 

pratitya-samutpada.  So when you want to talk about the theory of Buddhism you have to be talking 

about the theory of dependent co-origination.  So don’t think that theoretical study in Buddhism and 

theoretical study in other fields are the same.  They’re different.  If you want to study Buddhist 

theory, therefore, what you have to study is the theory of engi, dependent co-origination.   

 But if you yourself come to be able to manifest the activity of engi yourself, if you are able to 

actually do the activity of furaku-fumai, not falling, not obstructing, then there will be no longer any 

need for you to theoretically study it, or say this and that about it, or argue about it. 
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 The only thing left for you to do is to sing of yourself, to sing the song of yourself.  Try singing 

the song of yourself!  What is going to come out?  It will come out without any thought.  And 

without any thought that appeared self will disappear.  Where will it go?  It appears into this one 

and only world, and after appearing it disappears back into that same one and only world.  What I’m 

saying is that it appears from and goes back to the same one world over and over again. 

 There is nothing more wonderful than singing about that, and there is nothing else for you to 

do then, than to sing just like the bird, “pachee chee chee.”  In Tathagata Zen we say, just like a bird 

settling its body down on the high branch of the tree, and singing as if it is singing right to the flower 

that is blooming up there in that tree, “cheep cheep cheep,” and dancing, there is no need to argue 

about anything, there’s no need to do any singing other than that, there’s no need to theorize other 

than that, there’s no need to manifest your self in any other way.   

 And to sing the song of your self is what is meant by the verse here, a gatha.  In China there is 

another word, shi 詩, which means poem, but they very specifically didn’t use that word to describe 

these gathas at the end, they used a different word, ju 頌, because an ordinary poem and the song 

that a Zen person sings, that a true Buddhist sings, are different.   

 I don’t know about Italian, or German, or French poetry, but it’s probably the same as Indian 

poetry before the birth of Buddhism.  That is it is the kind of poetry that is standing up on the “I am” 

self and talking about some object, saying, “I love the object,” or “I hate the object, “ or “ I’m about to 

melt into the object,” or “I’m a hen looking for a rooster, kakakakooo.”  But anyway, it’s about some 

object.  Those are the poems of the “I am” world. 

 If there were no objective world then there would be no poetry, and there would also be no 

gathas.  When you are interpreting, however, the difference between gathas and poems from the 

perspective of dependent co-origination you say that a gatha from the perspective of the true self is a 

song which is based on the experience that when you hear “kakakakooo” then you have completely 

become that voice.  You have melted into that voice.  You are the voice of the bird. 
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 And I wonder if you go to France or Germany or Italy whether you can find poems about 

hearing the sound of the bird crowing, and completely losing yourself, your self being totally gone, and 

having become that voice.  If there are poems like that then we can call them gathas.  Maybe if you 

investigate this you’ll find many poems in Italian and French and German that are exactly the same as 

these Zen gathas.   

 But it also depends on the reader of the poems.  If you are reading the poem from the 

perspective of the “I am” self then even if it is a gatha it isn’t a gatha.  The disappearance of the “I 

am” self, expressed in the gatha, is lost.  You will be criticized by a Zen person then and it will be said 

of you, “That poet doesn’t know poetry.”  There are many poets out there, but there are a lot of 

poets who, even though they are poets, don’t know poetry.  Actually I’m not a poet, so I shouldn’t 

really try to explain poems or gathas, but because we have bumped up against the gatha in the text I 

felt like I had to say something about it. 

 So now you should know, kakakakooo!  How should we sing that?  How should we sing 

about that?  You have disappeared; vanished in to that chicken’s crow.  Now what should you do?  

You disappeared, but again the “I am” self is manifest that thinks, “Oh, that was a chicken singing.”  

That is when the poet, startled, will pick up the pen and write, “I was manifest right out of the voice of 

the chicken.”  But hopefully the poets will kindly continue with their poem and make clear that the 

world that you wake up in, and the world that you disappear into are not different. 

 So this poem, which we should really not call a poem, as I explained, Mumon begins by simply 

saying furaku fumai, not falling not darkening, meaning the world of not falling, just as it is, is the world 

of not darkening,  They are, just as they are, the same.  

(Furakuno sekaiga sonomama fumaino sekainanoda 不落の世界がそのまま不昧の世界なのだ.) 

 And we are out of time. 

 And since we are out of time, and luckily there is one more day left in the sesshin so I can 

continue tomorrow.  And really Mumon is just repeating himself over and over again, talking about 
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the principle of the self appearing and disappearing over and over again.  So tomorrow I’ll talk about 

the last part of the poem. 

 

おわり 

the end 


